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Detecting affordances on objects is one of the main open problems in robotic manipulation. This paper presents a new method to represent and localize grasp affordances as
bounded curved contact patches (paraboloids) of the size of the robotic hand. In particular, given a 3D point cloud from a range sensor, a set of potential grasps is localized
on a detected object by a fast contact patch fitting and validation process. For the object detection, three standard methods from the literature are used and compared. The
potential grasps on the object are then refined to a single affordance using their shape
(size and curvature) and pose (reachability and minimum torque effort) properties, with
respect to the robot and the manipulation task. We apply the proposed method to a
circular valve turning task, verifying the ability to accurately and rapidly localize grasp
affordances, under significant uncertainty in the environment. We experimentally validate the method with the humanoid robot COMAN on ten circular control valves fixed
on a wall, from five different viewpoints and robot poses for each valve. We compare the
reliability of the introduced local grasp affordances method to the baseline that relies
only on object detection, illustrating the superiority of ours for the valve turning task.
Keywords: 3D Perception; Manipulation; Grasp Affordances; Bounded Curved Patches;
Contacts; Humanoids.

1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of grasp affordances, which was originally introduced by Gibson11 and
was further analyzed by Chemero,5 plays a key role in robotic manipulation. Humanoid robots with hands are often required to complete grasping tasks by making
contact with surfaces on objects that may vary in shape and pose. Exteroceptive
perception, such as visual range sensing, is very important since an a priori localization hypothesis for the possible affordances on any type of object, task, and
robotic hand is required. The problem becomes significantly more challenging when
the objects are in cluttered and uncertain environments.
While manipulation using a variety of robotic hands or grippers has been extensively studied,30 there is still not a generally accepted way to represent contacts
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Fig. 1. (a) The half-size humanoid robot COMAN with an RGB-D range sensor and the Pisa/IIT
SoftHands with its local frame. On the right hand a patch contact matching is shown; (b) two
fitted patch affordances on a water jug and a circular valve; (c) a paraboloid patch with elliptic
boundary from two points of view, fitted to a point cloud neighborhood, with principal curvatures
κx,y ; and (d) a set of bounded curved patches and their local coordinate frames.

between a hand and an object. This is especially true when the object is free-formed
and the acquired input data are either incomplete or uncertain.29 Moreover, reasoning about contacts remains an open problem, both when the object is densely
represented, for instance as a 3D point cloud or a triangle mesh, or when it is represented as a simplified model, for instance as a cylinder for a mug or as a cuboid for
a hammer. The object and the task variations, as well as the lack of accuracy due
to cluttered environments, occlusions, and incomplete uncertain input data, affect
the stability of a grasp and the localization time efficiency. A local representation of
contacts between hands and objects could be beneficial in ensuring a better grasp
reasoning that deals with the aforementioned challenges. Various objects in the environment share common local geometric properties, which can be exteroceptively
detected and used to localize potential grasp areas and affordances for a task.
In this paper, a fast method to accurately localize grasps on a detected object,
and subsequently refine them to affordances for a particular robotic hand and manipulation task is described. A new way to represent grasps is introduced, using a
set of bounded curved contact patches, i.e. second-degree polynomials with regular
boundaries that were introduced originally by Vona and Kanoulas50 for foothold
representation (see Fig. 1 (b)-(d)). These patch models help generate fast contact
reasoning by localizing very accurate grasp areas on an object appropriate to the
size of the hand. This is achieved using as an input potentially incomplete and uncertain 3D point cloud data, acquired from a range sensor. In particular, given an
object manipulation task and a hand model (along with the robot kinematics), the
object’s point cloud is extracted using standard object detection techniques, and
then a set of hand-sized grasp areas are localized on the object surface as fitted
bounded curved patches. In this way, we combine task-driven object recognition
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with a local grasp representation. Our intention is not to detect as many local contacts as possible, but to find and model a reasonable amount of bounded patches
that can then be refined to a single grasp. To achieve this refinement we evaluate the
detected patches on the object with respect to their geometric properties (size and
curvature) and pose, and we finally select only the most reachable and graspable,
which requires the minimum torque effort to complete the manipulation task.
One of the main challenges in the DARPA Robotics Challenge 2015, inspired
by the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in 2011, was to accurately detect and
quickly turn a circular control valve. In this paper, we first apply the proposed
method to extract a set of local bounded patches on the detected valve, potentially
good for contact. We then refine these patches to a single grasp affordance, which
is appropriate for turning valves of different sizes, using the upper body (waist and
right arm) of the humanoid robot COMAN. The proposed solution is able to deal
with starting from any arbitrary position and pose around the object/valve. The
experimental results prove that the proposed approach is reliable, accurate, and fast,
compared to the baseline method that uses only the detected object model for the
manipulation.1 The method runs in less than 170ms per frame when implemented
on a computer with a 1.70GHz core processor and 4GB RAM in C++ using both
the Point Cloud Library (PCL)38 and the Surface Patch Library (SPL).21
The contributions of this paper are: the introduction of a new type of local grasp
representation that can fit local points on an object despite their uncertainty, and a
refinement method to quickly and accurately extract a single local affordance from a
set of potential grasps. In the next section (Section 2) we cover related work, followed
by the general algorithm description (Section 3). We then present our algorithm to
detect local affordances on circular valves for a turning task (Section 4) and refine
them to grasp affordances. Finally we conclude with experimental results and future
work (Sections 5 and 6).

2. Related Work
Grasping has been extensively studied32 mainly with respect to control and planning, assuming an accurate representation of the environment including the objects
to be manipulated. Over the past few years since high resolution, cheap range sensors have become available, such as the Microsoft/PrimeSense Kinect, a significant
body of work has also been focused on visual 3D perception for localizing grasps in
cluttered and uncertain environments during robotic manipulation.
Grasp detection methods are divided into the following two approaches. The first
approach is focused on detecting whole objects in the environment, to which a set of
preplanned grasps have been attached. A variety of methods have been introducedin
the literature, including object detection from a template database,23 using either
local37,44,12 or global39,51 feature matching . In these methods, features of known
objects are matched in the scene to detect and localize objects in the environment.
Unfortunately, this approach lacks the ability to detect novel objects in the scene
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unless the database is updated, and it requires a large number of templates per
object from various viewpoints, making it time inefficient. An alternative method
is to detect simplified object models in the environment, for instance cylinders or
bounding boxes,41 where RANSAC fitting is applied to detect shapes as planes,
spheres, and cylinders. This is very similar to the way we propose to detect valves
as 3D circles, since in that way a variety of similar objects can be localized. The
grasping though, may not be reliable enough since local variations in the real object
model may differ from the simplified detected one and will not be considered. For
instance when a mug is modeled as a simple cylinder, its handle or the exact shape
is not represented. Also the object localization itself may be inaccurate due to
incomplete 3D point cloud data. For this reason we also need to consider local
grasp areas for each detected object to increase reliability and robustness.
The second approach localizes potential grasp areas in the environment by assuming that all the visible objects are graspable. The most popular task in which
these methods are tested is when grasping-to-move an object from a box or a pile.
This is achieved either by fitting known precalculated local object shapes to novel
items,7 by fitting regular shapes in the environment, for instance cylinders to detect handles42 or gripper shape parts,24 or by using grasp features.9 In a series of
papers,40,14,27 Saxena’s group used learning to localize good grasps based of local
features for objects in isolation. In a similar manner ten Pas and Platt43 used geometric features to detect and learn antipodal grasps, while Nguyen et al33 used deep
learning to detect grasp affordances. These methods ignore the semantics of the task,
but are able to grasp efficiently novel objects potentially occluded in clutter. Their
disadvantage is that they either require an updated template database associated
with the grasps, or the local representation of the handholds are modeled as regular
shapes like cylinders or spheres and thus contacts on free-formed objects are hard
to represent. Moreover, the majority of these methods are designed and limited to
grasp-to-move tasks. Finally, to the best of our knowledge the latter methods do not
consider uncertainty on the acquired point clouds and usually are not functioning
in real-time. To improve the accuracy of object segmentation, pushing actions4,22
have also been applied.
In an alternative methodology robots were able to learn dexterous grasping by
demonstration,8,35,15 showing impressive results for human-like robotic hands. The
application to non-anthropomorphic hands or even underactuated ones like those
on our robot, is still a challenging and unsolved problem. Similarly, self-supervised
learning methods36,28 have been also studied, but they usually require tedious grasp
data collection and are not easily generalized to different grasping tasks.
The proposed method in this paper considers the task semantics by first extracting the object point cloud. Then a set of contact patches are localized on the
detected object as potential grasps, considering the input data uncertainty. These
grasps are refined to an affordance, using their pose and shape properties, as well as
the kinematic and dynamic properties of the robot with respect to the task and the
robotic hand. Our method also differs from the aforementioned methods by being
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Fig. 2. Object detection using (a) Method-I and (b) Method-II for various objects and a fitted
curved patch affordance that was identified using a uniformly random set of a hundred seed points
on each object and a size, curvature, and pose refinement.

able to represent irregular local surfaces on the objects.
3. Localizing Grasp Areas
In this section we give a short description of the grasp affordances representation
as bounded curved patches followed by the generic algorithm that uses them to
localize affordances on objects given the acquired 3D point cloud.
3.1. Bounded Curved Patches
Vona and Kanoulas50 introduced a set of bounded curved patches shown in Fig. 1(d) to model contact footholds areas in the environment given an uncertain 3D
point cloud. These contact models were then used17 for foot placement on rough
rocky terrain. The patches fit both regular and irregular local areas in the environment, which makes them ideal for representing also grasp affordances, irrespective
of whether an object is structured or not.
In this work we use paraboloid patches with elliptic, circular, or rectangular
boundaries. The patches can be modeled using two intrinsic parameters (the principal curvatures κx,y ) and six extrinsic (the patch pose in the camera frame expressed
as rotation and translation vectors r ∈ R3 , t ∈ R3 of its local coordinate frame, i.e.
its Darboux frame, attached to its center). The implicit form of the patch surface
in the local frame is:
pT diag(κx , κy , 0)p − 2pT [0 0 1]T = 0

(1)

where p ∈ R3 is a point on the patch. The boundaries can be parametrized with
at most two intrinsic parameters, i.e. two ellipse radii, one circle radius, or two
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rectangle widths depending on the boundary (see the work of Vona and Kanoulas50
for details; Fig. 1-(b)).
A patch fits to a 3D point neighborhood using the weighted LevenbergMarquardt (WLM) non-linear optimization method,50 with the variances of each
point as weightsa . Patch fitting and residual/coverage validation for a 50 points
neighborhood takes around 0.6ms per patch, which can be represented using only
40 bytes per patch (4 bytes for the float representation of the 10 parameters).
This is particularly important because it ensures real-time performance and light
representation, and thus can also be used for real world applications where the
communication between the operator and the robot may be insufficient.
We now introduce the general method for localizing grasp affordances in the
environment for a given manipulation task and a robotic platform. In Section 4 we
apply this approach to the specific task of circular valve localization and turning.
3.2. General Affordance Localization Method
We localize the grasp affordances, as 6DoF patch frames, for an object in four
stages. Given an organized point cloud coming from a range sensor, we first detect
the relevant object in the scene, depending on the task to be completed. We then
localize a set of bounded patches, sampled uniformly at random on the object point
cloud. The size of each patch will be the same as the size of the robotic hand. Finally
we refine the patches to grasp affordances depending on their pose and shape with
respect to the task to be completed and the robot pose. Note that the input point
cloud does not require any preprocessing to remove outliers or noise, since the patch
fitting process can handle them very efficiently. The method is as follows:
Stage I: Point Cloud Acquisition. In the first stage an organized point cloud is
received from the range sensor.
Stage II: Object Detection. In the second stage any type of object detection and
localization in 3D may be applied. For this paper we have tested three
standard baseline methods to extract the 3D object clouds. If the object
model is required along with the extracted cloud, depending on the type
of the task, the appropriate method should be applied, e.g. Method-I.
Method-I: The first method is a fast point cloud segmentation using Euclidean distance clustering,46 followed by a simplified model (e.g. circle,
line segment, sphere, torus, plane, cylinder, etc) RANSAC fitting10 for
each cluster. Fig. 3 presents this type of detection for a circular valve,
represented as a circle. More implementation details will be given in Section 4.
a These

weights are covariance matrices that represent point uncertainties and come from the 3D
point error modeling introduced by Murray and Little31 that was used in the patch fitting.50
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Method-II: The second method involves an offline point cloud template
database generation for known objects acquired from various viewpoints
and an online template matching and validation procedure using the Sample Consensus Initial Alignment method.37 Fig. 2-(a) presents this type of
detection.
Method-III: The final method is a simple point cloud extraction of objects
on planar surfaces, after fitting a dominant plane using RANSAC and clustering the outliers as objects.38 This method is limited to tasks where the
object lies on a planar surface, like a table or a wall. Fig. 2-(b) presents
this type of detection.
Stage III: Local Grasp Areas Localization. Since the object localization stage may
not be accurate enough either because the model is simplified, e.g. a circle
or torus is used to represent a valve, or because the point cloud is incomplete or noisy, it may not be appropriate for driving a stable grasping, as
we will see in the experimental section. In this circumstance, local contact
areas on the object need to be also extracted. For this reason we use the
bounded curved patches (described in Section 3.1) with a size equal to
the hand contact surface. The advantage of this approach is that the local
Darboux patch frame represents the hand’s local frame for the final grasp
pose on the object (see the hand frame and the patch in robot’s hand in
Fig. 1-(a)), better validating the contact with the objects.
The process starts with selection of a uniformly random set of seed points
on an object cloud. For each seed point an r-neighborhood is extracted using an organized search38 and a bounded patch is fitted,50 where r is half
the robotic hand size. The patch is validated with respect to the fitting
geometric residual and its coverage17 to discard invalid ones. The output
of this stage is a set of contact patches for each object, representing local
contact areas that are potentially good for grasping.
Stage IV: Local Grasp Affordance Refinement. In the final stage the fitted contact
patches are refined to grasp affordances, using the geometric properties,
and depending on the manipulation task. The description of a task will be
related to the type of grasps that are required from the robotic hand, with
respect to their shape (size and curvature) and pose (initial and final). An
advantage of the bounded curved patches compared to other local methods in the literature is that their representation is geometrically meaningful and thus the refinement is very intuitive. For instance, a more curved
surface is required to grasp an object than to push it. These surface properties can easily be considered using the introduced patch representation.
To refine them to grasp affordances we set the threshold of the principal
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curvature and the size to the one that the robotic hand can handle. We
also consider pose reachability using the robot’s kinematics, as well as the
joint torque effort26 to select patches that minimize this criteria. Moreover
the final patch affordance may be used to update geometric properties of
the object itself. For instance the radius of a circular valve that could be
noisy during the object detection process.
Fig. 2-(a,b) presents some object segmentation examples along with a fitted
patch affordance on every object, verifying the ability to accurately represent local
surfaces on various objects. After each object segmentation, the local grasp localization and refinementb take place as explained in Section 4, Stages III and IV. The
proposed method runs at ∼170ms per frame (when implemented on commodity
hardware: one 1.70GHz core, 4GB RAM), and it is also designed to work for both
structured and free-formed objects. Moreover it is space efficient since the high level
representation of grasps requires only 4kB for 100 patches, when the input dense
image of a 640 × 480 point cloud is about 0.4MB for a 11 bit depth resolution.17
This is particular advantageous both for storing the possible grasp areas, and also
for more efficient communication when a robot operator exchanges data with the
robot through a low data-rate wireless link.
The introduced visual grasp affordance pose estimation method could work as
an input to a general grasping system, where proprioceptive sensing (such as wrist
force/torque) or visual servoing could also be used to guarantee contact with an
object during the whole grasping task. Here we try to disentangle these two aspects
to a degree and focus on the visual perception. We will now describe in detail the
application of the proposed method to a circular valve turning task.
4. Localizing Circular Valve Grasp Affordances
The notion of affordances involves a particular robot and hand, that may vary
in shape and type, as well as an object manipulation task to be completed, such
as raising, sliding, pushing, or turning. In this section we will apply the already
introduced general method to the valve wheel turning task. The task will be accomplished as a single handed manipulation manoeuvre, using the right hand/arm
of the humanoid robot COMAN48 . The 10 different valve wheels that have been
used in the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 4-(c).
Valve turning is an important task in factory disaster scenarios, such as the
Fukushima Daiichi in 2011, where valves need to be turned in the destroyed buildings that humans could not approach due to the contamination risk. The challenge
in such a task focuses on the localization, since both the circular valve varies in
shape (size, torus size, color, spokes connecting the central hub to the outer ring),
and also the point cloud sampling of the object itself may be noisy, affecting the
fitting process. For the valve wheel detection we used Method-I (since the other two
b Except

the orientation refinement which is not applicable in this scenario.
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Stage II: Circle Fitting Validation

Stage III: Local Grasp Areas Localization

Fig. 3. The valve grasp affordance localization method. Stage I: The input cloud; Stage II: The
Euclidean point cloud clustering, the 3D circle model fitting, and the circle fitting validation for
extracting circular valves; Stage III: 100 fitted contact patches on the left valve (for visual clarity)
and 7 detailed patches in the zoomed-in figure; Stage IV: The patch refinement to grasp affordances
and the selection of the one with the maximum force manipulability.

methods do not provide the valve’s model parameters), where the valve is simply
represented as a circle, parametrized with a 6DoF pose frame based on its center
and radius. A fast Euclidean distance point cloud clustering was first applied, followed by a RANSAC circle fitting and evaluation. Then a set of bounded curved
patches were fitted and refined appropriately to represent local contact areas for
the turning task using only the right hand. The proposed valve grasp affordances
algorithm is visualized in Fig. 3 and is as follows:
Task: Turn a valve wheel φ degrees clockwise, using a hand of half-size r.
Stage I: Point Cloud Acquisition.
Step 1: Input Cloud. Receive a 640 × 480 organized point cloud P from the
range sensor.c
Stage II: Object Detection.
Step 2: Point Cloud Segmentation. Apply a fast Euclidean segmentation
method for organized point clouds46 to find point cloud clusters Pi supported by planar surfacesd , using the integral images method13 to calculate
the normal vectors for each point. The result of this step is a set of clusters
that represent different parts of the environment. We have tested various
other approaches that may offer better results in occluded and/or noisy
environments, for instance considering both normals and curvatures,45 but
usually these alternative methods have very significant time inefficiencies
c In

this method we use only the xyz values from each point in the cloud; the color has been used
only for visualization purposes.
d For the segmentation we have used a 0.03m Euclidean distance threshold for the 3D points that
are in close proximity to the robot.
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tradeoff (several min vs few ms).
Step 3: Circle Model Fitting. For each point cloud cluster Pi from the previous
step apply a 3D circle fitting using the RANSAC method10 for modeling
circular valve wheels. The detected circles are represented by their local
frame attached to the center of the circle and their z-axis is co-aligned
with the normal vector, but oriented against the camera viewpoint, and
the radius Rc . Moreover, the RANSAC algorithm clusters points to inliers
Pi,in (that represent the valve) and outliers Pi,out (the remaining).
Step 4: Circle Fitting Validation. Since a 3D circle is fitted for each cluster cloud
Pi , it is necessary to evaluate them, and keep only those that represent a
valid valve wheel model. For each cluster, project each neighborhood Pi
on the detected circle local xy-plane, and discard those where the majority
of the inlier points are not on the circle ring. Also discard those that have
more outliers Pi,out than inliers Pi,in . Using these heuristics we discard
invalid valve detections.
Stage III: Local Grasp Areas Localization. From the previous stage we have the
point clouds Pi for all the detected valves in the environment. For each
one of them we localize grasp areas that are potentially good for contact.
These, will be refined to affordances in the next stage. For each valve cloud
Pi we apply the following steps:
Step 5: Seed Selection. Pick ns number of seeds (si , i ∈ [0, ns ]) on the extracted
valve cloud Pi such that:
2πRc
(2)
2r
where 2πRc is the circumference of the circle, 2r is the size of the patch,
and ps is the fraction of sampling, i.e. ps < 1 for undersampling and ps > 1
for oversampling. For our experiments we prefer to oversample (ps = 1.2)
the valve cloud to ensure that there are enough contact areas for affordance
refinement.
Step 6: Neighborhood Search. For each seed point si , extract the r-ball neighborhood Zi from the organized input point cloud P , using the fast image
plane back-projection method for organized point clouds.38
Step 7: Patch Fitting. Fit to each neighborhood Zi a bounded curved patch
using the non-linear weighted Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,50 with the
variance of each point as a weight for the fitting. Each grasp contact area
is represented by a patch of 10 parameters (local frame, curvatures, and
boundaries size).
Step 8: Patch Pose Rotation. Rotate the patch so that its local z-axis is towards
the camera viewpoint and the y-axis is towards the valve’s center. In this
way we can relate the robot hand frame with the patch frame for better
reasoning (see the robot hand with the associated patch frame in Fig. 1(a)). Note that during the rotation around the x-axis the curvature of the
ns = ps
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patch needs to be flipped.
Step 9: Patch Validation. First evaluate the patch fitting with respect to the
geometric Euclidean residual and discard those with a small residual. Then
evaluate the fitted boundary coverage and discard those whose distribution
of points do not cover the most of the patch area.
Stage IV: Local Grasp Affordance Refinement. In this stage the grasp contact
patches localized in the previous step are refined to affordances by discarding those that do not meet the valve turning properties with respect
to their shape and pose.
Step 10: Orientation. Discard the patches whose angle between their z-axis and
the vector connecting the sensor viewpoint and the patch center is more
than φz degrees and the angle between their y-axis and the vector connecting the center of the detected circle and the patch center is more than
φy degrees (we experimentally validate that with φz = φy = 25 degrees
the grasping is more reliable). In this way we leave only the grasping affordances where the robotic hand is directed towards the center of the valve
and the arm is directed towards the body of the robot.
Step 11: Curvature. Discard patches whose minimum principle curvature κx is
at least (1/r), which is the curvature of the robotic hand when it is half
closed, for a successful grasping for this type of application.
Step 12: Reachability. Discard patches whose initial and final pose after the
φ degrees turn are not reachable. The inverse kinematics of the arm is
numerically resolved for each grasp affordance frame.
Step 13: Minimum Torque Effort. The torque effort to complete a task is an
important measure. We introduce the force manipulability ellipsoid defined
as
||τ ||2 = f T (Ji JTi )f ≤ 1

(3)

where τ denotes the joint-space torque, f the task-space force, and Ji
the Jacobian matrix of the arm considering the i-th patch affordance.
This implies the transmission ratio between the task-space force and the
joint-space torque. For instance, a large force ellipsoid indicates that a
small joint torque can generate a large force in task space.26 Thus, select
the patch which has the maximum volume for the force manipulability
ellipsoid.
Step 14: Finally, update the valve radius Rc to be the distance between the
selected patch center and the valve center.
5. Experiments
We perform two types of experiments. One to evaluate the visual valve and grasp
affordance localization process and one to evaluate the ability of the robot to turn
a valve from various robot poses, using the selected grasp affordance.
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5.1. Setup: Hardware Description and Control
COMAN is a fully torque-controlled robot with 29DoF, where 7DoF are in each
arm, 3DoF in the waist, and 6DoF in each leg,1 as shown in Fig. 1-(a). To dexterously manipulate an object, a Pisa/IIT SoftHand3 is integrated on each arm. This
anthropomorphic hand provides very robust grasping performance throughout the
valve turning experiment. An ASUS range sensor is mounted above the torso to
provide the input point cloud data, while a semi-autonomous control architecture
is implemented with a hierarchical structure of low- and high-level controllers; the
former implements decentralized position and impedance controllers on a DSP at
each joint while the latter creates joint commands with several control modules,
such as visual perception, walking, and manipulation.
The valve and grasp affordance detection algorithm (Section 4), that is running
in the perception module, provides not only the valve radius and its local frame,
but also the selected grasp affordance patch pose, which corresponds to the final
right hand pose for grasping. The manipulation module implements the closedloop inverse kinematics (CLIK)6 algorithm to resolve the kinematic redundancy of
the upper body system, i.e. two arms and three DoF waist, considering the joint
limits; and it creates reference commands delivered into the low-level controller
at each joint to precisely control the hands in the Cartesian operational space.
More details on the hierarchical controller implementation can be found in Lee
et al.25 In this experiment, the right hand is selected to rotate the valve. After
receiving the hand grasp pose from the perception module, the valve turning task
is performed using five motion primitives: reaching (Reach), approaching the valve
(Approach), grasping the valve (Grasp), rotating the valve (Turn), and releasing
the valve (Disengage). Further details can be found in the work from Ajoudani et
al.1

5.2. Results
5.2.1. Refined Grasp Affordance
We run our valve and affordance localization method on 100 point clouds acquired
from the 10 valves shown in Fig. 4-(c). To provide a wide range of source data the
acquired images are collected from various poses and at distances between 0.5-3m.
We first evaluate the accuracy of the valve detection algorithm using Method-I,
i.e., the RANSAC circle fitting on the point cloud clusters that come from the
Euclidean distance based segmentation as explained in Section 4 (Stage II). For
this the ground truth pose and radius of each valve are required. We measure the
radius as the distance from the valve center to the outer part of the ring (the radius
of the values are between 7cm and 20cm, while the ring size is between 3cm-5cm).
For the valve pose we have implemented a ROS-based AprilTags34 pose (position
and rotation) estimation, by attaching a tag exactly at the center of each valve (see
Fig. 4-(a)). We then calculate the offset of the valve center, the radius size, and the
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Fig. 4. (a) Pose estimation of a valve using AprilTags attached at its center; and (b) patch affordances refinement experiment. (c) A set of spring-loaded valves.

valve pose (represented by its local frame attached to the valve center; see Step 3
in Section 4) by comparing the detected and the ground truth values. On average
the valve center is off by 2.5cm in the x and y local frame directions, and 1cm off
in the z direction. The pose (measured in roll and pitch, with respect to the z local
rotation axis) is 15 degrees off on average. One example of fitting misalignment
appears in the last row of Fig. 5, because of incomplete point cloud data from the
specific viewpoint. Note that these uncertainties make the use of the local patch
sampling necessary for the manipulation task.
In Stage III, for 100 fitted patches per cloud, 18% (on average) were dropped
due to bad fitting residual and coverage. For the clouds that were acquired from
the robot when it was close to the valve (around 20 clouds) we run also Stage IV
of the method. After the orientation and curvature refinement 20% (on average) of
the patch affordances were left and of course after Steps 12 and 13 only a single
grasp affordance was selected, i.e. the one with the maximum force manipulability
for a 20 degree valve rotation (see Fig. 4-(b)). To evaluate the accuracy of the fitted
patches, the Root-Mean-Square error (RMSE) Euclidean residual was calculated
between the sample points on the object and their corresponding closest points on
the patch, as described by Kanoulas and Vona.19 The RMSE of the fitted patches
was always less than 5mm. As expected, the local patches fit the surface more
accurately (in the order of mm) than the fitted object models which as we saw
above has errors in the order of cm.
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On a 1.70GHz CPU and 8GB RAM computer, Stage I and II run in ∼10ms,
while Stage III for 115 patches takes ∼75ms and Stage IV ∼85ms. Hence, the total
algorithm runs in ∼170ms per framee .

Fig. 5. The experimental result of a valve affordance detection and turning: snapshots of motion
primitives (first row), camera views (second row), and the point clouds (third row).

5.2.2. Valve manipulation
Fig. 5 shows the holistic experimental procedure starting from the valve detection
with the affordance localization, through to grasping and valve tuning. The top row
of the image shows snapshots of each motion primitives from the recorded video.
The second and third rows present the equivalent images from the pilot interface
(the camera view mounted on the robot and the point clouds overlapped with the 3D
model respectively). During the experiment only the right hand is used for the valve
turning, i.e. only the 3DoF waist joints, the 7DoF right arm, and the 1DoF right
hand are used directly. At the start of the experiment the robot was placed in five
different poses that differed by 30 degrees with respect to each valve. The valve itself,
was 30cm−40cm from the robot torso. 10 different valves of 7.84N m static frictional
torque, were used to extract affordances for grasping and turning. Throughout the
experiments, we let the robot rotate approximately 100 degrees each valve in five
e In

the computation time we are not considering the time required for calculating the inverse
kinematics for each affordance, which may take up to 0.5sec per patch in our non-optimized
implementation.
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pose 1 pose 2 pose 3 pose 4 pose 5
(−60◦ ) (−30◦ ) (0◦ )
(30◦ ) (60◦ )
baseline 4/10
patches 8/10

6/10
10/10

9/10
10/10

7/10
10/10

5/10
9/10

Table 1. Valve turning success rate of the baseline and the patch affordances method.

steps (φ = 20 degrees each). In the next section we report the success rate of the
experiments, where stable and robust grasping was achieved The demonstration
video can be found under the following link: https://youtu.be/Px5yMVqSwqQ.
It is worth noting that this valve manipulation experiments derives important
benefits from the natural compliance of the PISA/IIT hand and passive compliance
in the joints of the COMAN robot. These inherent compliances help cope with unavoidable uncertainties in both the robot kinematic model and the object location.
The compliant components in the finger of the hand enable shape adaptation by
allowing the hand to mold around grasped objects2 ; this provides stable grasping
of different valves without complicated control. Furthermore, the series elastic actuators implemented in the joints47 allow compliant deformation against excessive
external torques due to uncertainties and inaccuracies in the kinematic model of
the robot. The valve turning manipulation is thus fulfilled without any mechanical
failures during any of the experiments.

5.3. Comparison with the baseline
In our previous valve manipulation approach,1 the hand grasping point is created
with respect to the center of the valve and the orientation of the hand is constrained
to be perpendicular to the rotation axis of the valve. As already mentioned this data
can be subject to considerable noise. While this preplanned approach is easily and
intuitively implemented for the valve turning task, it often suffers from kinematic
singularities and the need for an over large workspace. These difficulties arise because the fixed position and orientation of the hand is forced regardless of valve
location changes. Conversely, the proposed grasp affordance algorithm allows the
robot to adapt to various locations of the valve and to avoid excessive joint-limit
configurations by considering the reachability. On top of that, the grasping points
are selected to ensure the robot posture is as natural as possible while minimizing
the torque effort. This approach increases the task accomplishment success rate. In
the experimental trails we run the whole turning process, from five different poses,
with 10 different valves. We use only the detected valve data from Method-I with
the baseline algorithm1 and we compare it with our approach. When the detected
valve parameters exceed the average offsets (Section 5.2.1) the robot fails to grasp or
turn the valve using the baseline approach, but using the accurate patch affordance
method this was never the case for the same scenario. We report the average results
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for all the valve turns using the right hand in Table 1, where each pose denotes
a different approximate angle between the valve’s normal vector and the robot’s
direction. Notice that when the robot is facing the valve (pose 3 ) both methods
are mostly successful. When the angle increases, the failures of the baseline method
increase, compared to the affordances method. The failures of the patch affordances
arise due to collisions between the hand and the valve during the approach phase.
This is due to lack of a collision avoidance strategy on this robot. This is however,
a well studied area in robotics and will be incorporated into future work.
In case of grasping failure during the task execution, the visual grasp affordance
process reruns from the beginning. This is required as the object or the robot may
have been moved in the environment. This is the standard re-grasping strategy that
has been applied in the literature.27,28,42
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a real-time novel method for representing and localizing
a set of local grasps on a detected object. These contact surfaces are represented as
bounded curved patches of the size of the robotic hand with geometrically meaningful parameters. We introduced a way to refine them to a single grasp affordance and
we finally applied the method to a circular valve turning task. We experimentally
validated that a robot can robustly use the proposed method to detect a grasp and
turn the valve from various poses, performing better than the baseline method that
uses only the detected valve as its input.
A next step is to use the same method for various objects (including free-formed
structures) and manipulation tasks. The use of Kinect Fusion will also be considered
to improve the cloud sampling, since a sequence of clouds will be accumulated,
while object and patch affordance tracking when the robot is moving (either when
it is walking or because of the drifts) is necessary. We also plan to fuse the visual
method introduced in the paper with proprioceptive sensing, e.g. force/torque, on
the humanoid robot WALK-MAN49 , to detect the actual contact with the object.
Last but not least, we plan to integrate the patch uncertainty in the affordance
refinement,18 consider bio-inspired refinement methods similar to those applied for
footholds,20 and integrate the whole methodology in our affordance-based pilot
interface.16
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